
What have we been getting up to?

  

We are back inside which is very exciting and a

lot less chilly!

Here's what some of our Dragons had to say

about the move....

 "Being back indoors has come just in time as

the weather's turned. Not ideal with the

restrictions but grateful that I can participate in

any wheelchair activities. To tell you the truth,

just making the most, whilst we can and fingers

crossed that it continues."

"I think it's a great opportunity to be back inside

because there's a lot less difficulty than playing

outside and we can do more types of drills and

just do a lot more in general, so I think it's great

to be back inside again"

"Being back indoors at Dragons is brilliant.

Especially at the moment whilst things are

different with covid and lockdown it’s nice

having a bit of normality back in life."
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We also have a new tennis coach

Sean who has joined the Dragons

family and is definitely putting our

players through their paces.

You can join him at Gardyne on a

Sunday from 10am!



The other very exciting news is that the Dragons now have a fully

accessible mini bus! All thanks to St Andrew's House Care Home, we

are extremely grateful for their generosity. Having the mini bus means

we can offer lots of new sporting opportunities to members and

support our participants with transport which can sometimes be

difficult.

A huge shout out must also go to Icon Signs Dundee for making the bus

look so awesome!
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Who is ready for a Dragons Roadtrip?!



Chat corner: David Birtles

We sat down with Dundee Dragons jack of

all trades David Birtles to have a chat

about the club. Here's what he had to

say...
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Q: How did you first get involved with

Dragons? 

A:  I used to swim a mile 4 times a week

but wanted something more exciting. My

wife Elizabeth noticed a Dragons article

in the local newspaper, had a go and

that was me hooked.

Q:What is your biggest achievement in

your sporting career so far? 

A: Playing in the 2017 rugby league world cup

in France was an amazing experience and

achievement, which was shortly followed by

being voted Scotland player of the year. PS

being presented with my Scottish national

tennis B class singles winners medal from

Gordon Reid was special.

Q: What impact has the club had on your

life?

A:  Where to start! Feeling depressed

watching other people taking part in sports,

being laughed at when attempting to join in.

That’s all changed now I’m a Dragon!

Sounds strange but introducing me to a

wheelchair has not just allowed me to play

sports, which I look forward to most days but

being able to go on long walks and play

sports with the family again.  



Q: We know you are working towards

selection for the 2021 Wheelchair Rugby

League World Cup, can you tell us a

little bit about the event and your

preparation for it? It’s been hosted by

England in Sheffield and looks to be the

biggest tournament so far. Not just the

number of teams participating but that it’s

being run at the same time in conjunction

with the men and women’s world cup,

which is just amazing. COVID-19 made

preparation difficult but still managed to

get quite a few sessions in with Jay, Ronny

and coach Kevin before we had to stop.

Tennis hasn’t been affected as much,

helping my fitness levels, along with 2-hour

solo sessions. Great that Dundee Dragon

indoor sessions are back, hoping the work’s

gym and Kirton community centre will open

soon but managing a bit of mat work at

home. The Scottish wheelchair squad

group great, giving tips, training goals and

group video sessions. At the moment we’re

analysing videos of our opponents, then

discussing as a group.  Q: Why do you think Dundee Dragons is

unique?  Dundee Dragons different from

any other wheelchair sports clubs because

we don’t specialise in any particular sport.

Choice of ball and racket sports, curling,

demonstration sports like archery, frisbee

and so much more. The amount of fab

coaches and volunteers and helpers is

special.
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 Q: What advice would you give to

someone with a disability who

wants to become more active but isn’t

sure where to start?

A: I would recommend

Dundee Dragons, as there’s so many sports

to choose from, even if you’re a

power wheelchair user. What I say to

people is that Dundee Dragons have a

wide

range of age groups, abilities, coaches are

bril, everyone as fun, so it’s easy

to fit in. Best of all if you’re unsure, you can

bring your family along who

can also join in the fun, with plenty of

equipment to go around. I attended

disability or able-bodied sports groups and

they’re always  willing for me to join in, so

what ever sport

your interested in, there’s a club out there

for you.

Q: Why do you think Dundee Dragons is

unique?  A: Dundee Dragons different from

any other wheelchair sports clubs because

we don’t specialise in any particular sport.

Choice of ball and racket sports, curling,

demonstration sports like archery, frisbee

and so much more. The amount of fab

coaches and volunteers and helpers is

special.

Thanks to David for taking the time to chat

with us! Stay tuned to find out who will be

in our chat corner next issue! 

In the meantime why not follow our social

media channels or email us.
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@DundeeDragons

gemma.lumsdaine@dundeedragons.net

kevin.rattray@dundeedragons.net



As always thanks to our partner groups for

their continued support!


